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Abstract
The world is included of various entities and complex interdependencies between them that can be
appeared in multi-layered networks. It may be the acting of some of these entities depends on the
acting of the others such that the failure in one entity may cause failures in a number of others.
In this paper we try to model these complex interdependencies in a interdependent network with
a directed hypergraph model and then we propose an algorithm to determine minimum number of
failure for total failure in the power grid and communication network as a special interdependent
network.
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1. Introduction
In the last few years infrastructure networks that are included of several types of entities as
nodes and several types of relationships as edges, have been increasing development. In many
cases theses networks have interdependencies and operation of one entity directly effects on the
operation of another such that the failure on one entity leads to failure on one or more entities. Such
networks have been known as interdependent multi-layered networks that can be named Power
Grid and supporting Control and Communication Network (PG and CCN) as an instance of them.
This network has two layers. first layer’s elements consist of power stations and substations, are
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controlled by CCN while second layer’s elements consist of routers can not operate without electric
power generated in the first layer. Therefore failure in any element may cause disorderliness of
other elements and so failure cascades throughout the network.
Because of existing a lot of complex interdependencies, prediction of cascading failures in such
networks are very difficult. Recently significant efforts have been made in studying and analyzing
interdependencies in multi-layered networks [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16]. Papers by Rosato
[12] and Rinaldi [11] described the concept of interdependency but non of them proposed a mathematical model for deliberation of such networks. In 2010 Buldyrev et.al presented a model for
studying the robustness of interdependent random networks and then analyzing cascading random
failure in this network [5]. Later Parandehgheibi et al. in 2013 produced a mathematical graph
based model for determining robustness of PG and CCN in which by using cycles of the network
designated minimum number of nodes whose removals were led to total failure [10]. However
finding all cycles of a network is very difficult, therefore this method may be impracticable in large
networks.
It’s essential to note that in all above works, interdependencies have been considered only in
special cases and any model have not been presented that can capture all possible cases. For example in highly cited paper [5] authors proposed model in which every node depended on one and
only one node of other network and later in [7] the same authors argue that this interdependencies
may not be valid in real world.
However in addition to the number of interdependencies, the types of them also may be different. we are consider two types of interdependencies:
• disjunctive dependency
• conjunctive dependency
For more details let when we say ai is alive as long as either bj or bk is alive, in other word
we write bj + bk → ai , we have a disjunctive dependency and when we say ai is alive as long as
both bj and bk are alive, in other word we write bj bk → ai , we have a conjunctive dependency.
This latter dependency has not been considered in many of presented models. In [12] Arunabha
Sen et al. presented a model for capturing such dependency in which by using linear programming
model solved some problems in the field of robustness. However some drawbacks are seen in some
conditions of this LP.
We use a hypergraph model in our method that simply captures all information about these
dependencies and then by using of the number of closed walks passing every node, propose criteria
for robustness of the network, i.e. a quantity that shows the network’s ability in transmission the
flow. hypergraphs are a generalization of graphs in which edges, known as hyperedges, can connect
sets of more than two nodes [2], [3].
In this paper we study PG and CCN as a special case of interdependent two-layered network.
However these analysis can be extended on every interdependent multi-layered network. In the
interdependent multi-layered network, the nodes of two or more single network are adjacent to
each other by interdependency edges. Hence if N = (V, A) is an interdependent n-layered network
then we will have: V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn in which Vi is the node set of ith layer and A is the set of
interdependency edges. Since our focus in this paper is on interdependency edges, so for simplicity
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we ignore intra edges in each layer. Now we must consider all interdependencies of each node on
other nodes or other edges. for example if eij
k is the kth interdependency edge from ith layer to jth
i j
),
then
vrj is dependent on existence of vti and on existence
,
v
=
(v
layer between vti and vrj i.e eij
t r
k
i ij
j
of eij
k . Therefore we can consider a directed hyperedge as ({vt , ek }, vr ). it can be shown in figure
(1).

Figure 1. A conjunctive interdependency

In addition, vli may depend on two or more nodes conjunctively. Also in this case we can
consider a directed hyperedge in which the tail consists of those nodes and corresponding interdependencies edges and its head equals vli .
In general, first we consider all interdependencies of a node on nodes or edges in the multilayered network N and then we define a directed hypergraph H = (VH , AH in which VH consists
of all entities in N and AH consists of all interdependencies of nodes on other nodes and edges as
we say above.
Our goal is finding minimum number of failures that lead to total failure. Before proposing the
algorithm, we must talk about cascading failures and for simplification we study this concept in an
interdependent two-layered network, PG and CCN. However as said before, we can generalize it
easily.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows: In the next section PG and CCN will be introduced.
In section 3 a directed hypergraph model will be proposed and then in section 4, we will present
an algorithm for determining the robustness of PG and CCN. In section 5 our method will be
evaluated using an example and finally section 6 will be conclusion.
2. Power Grid and supporting Control and Communication Network
In this section we start by introduction of PG and CCN and then analyze the concept of cascading failures in it.
A PG and CCN is a interdependent two-layered network. first layer consists of a generator G
and a number of substations si for i = 1, · · · , n that connect to each other by power lines. We
assume that G sends power to each si separately. Therefore we can ignore relationships between
si ’s in first layer. Second layer consists of a central controller C and a number of routers rj for
j = 1, · · · , m that connect to each other by communication lines. Similarly we assume that every
router is controlled by C separately. Then we can ignore relationships between rj ’s in second layer.
Then we can consider this network as N = (S ∪ R, A) where S is the set of substations and R is
the set of routers and finally A is the set of all interdependency edges.
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Every router is alive if it receives power from at least one alive substation and every substation
is alive if it receives control signal from at least one alive router. Therefore we have a set of
interdependencies edges between these layers. Now as for these interdependencies, every failure
in PG, for example in si , may cause failure in all routers that receive power from only si . Similarly
every failure in CCN may cause failure or failures in PG. Therefore failures in one layer may
cascade throughout the system alternatively and fail total of it.
In this paper we want to find minimum number of failures that causes total failure in the system.
The case of disjunctive interdependencies has been solved in [10]. Now if interdependencies are
also conjunctive, how can we solve this problem? In other word, if we have si sj sl → rk how can
represent this interdependency? Also if we have rj → si and we want to represent interdependency
of si on rj and on e = (rj , si ) simultaneously, what model must we use? We use a hypergraph
model to represent all kinds of interdependencies. In the next section we introduce this hypergraph
model.
3. A Directed Bipartite Hypergraph Model
We start with introduction a directed bipartite hypergraph.
Definition 1. A directed bipartite hypergraph is H = (V1 ∪ V2 , EH ) in which VH = V1 ∪ V2 is the
set of vertices and V1 ∩ V2 = φ and EH is the set of directed hyperedges and we have:
EH = { E = (E1 , E2 ) | E1 ⊆ V1 , E2 ⊆ V2 }
where E1 is the tail of E and E2 is its head.
As we said before, we can model PG and CCN with all kinds of interdependencies between
them by a directed bipartite hypergraph. The set of vertices of this hypergraph consists of all
entities in PG and CCN i.e. substations and routers and interdependency edges. In other word we
have VH = S ∪ R ∪ A. For its hyperedges we have:
(E1 , rj ) ∈ EH
(E10 , si ) ∈ EH

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

E1 −→ rj
E10 −→ si

where E1 ⊂ S ∪ A and E10 ⊂ R ∪ A.
Now we study the effect of cascading failures in this model. As we said before, a failure in
si or rj or a failure in relationship between them may cause cascading failures throughout the PG
and CCN and this process may make total failure. Now we have an important question: what is
the minimum number of failures that leads to total failure?
We consider it as a metric that measures the robustness of the PG and CCN. In the following we show that this metric is equivalent with minimum number of nodes whose removals from
the hypergraph model hit all of its cycles. In order to do so, we start with the following definitions in directed hypergraph. Similar definitions about undirected unipartite hypergraph have been
mentioned in [6].
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Definition 2. Let H = (VH , AH ) be a directed hypergraph. A walk of length k in H is defined as a
sequence of (not necessarily distinct) vertices and hyperedges (V1 , E1 , V2 , · · · , Vk , Ek , Vk+1 ) such
that for each i = 1, · · · , k if Ei = (E1i , E2i ) then Vi ∈ E1i and Vi+1 ∈ E2i .
Definition 3. The walk W = (V1 , E1 , V2 , · · · , Vk , Ek , Vk+1 ) is called a closed walk if V1 = Vk+1 .
Definition 4. A path is a walk in which all vertices and hyperedges are distinct. A closed path is
called cycle.
Lemma 3.1. If si (or vj ) is alive in PG and CCN, then either it is included in a cycle in the
hypergraph model H or there exists a path ending at si (or vj ) from a node that is included in a
cycle in H.
Proof. Without losing the generality, we assume that si is alive for some i, but by contradiction
assume that neither it is included in a cycle nor there is a path from a cycle to it in the H. Since si
is alive there is a hyperedge Ej such that Ej = (E1j , {si }) and E1j = {rj1 , rj2 , · · · , rjk , e} in which e
is an interdependency edge between these routers and si and also all rj1 , rj2 , · · · , rjk must be alive.
Therefore anyone has at least one input hyperedge in the hypergraph model. Because of early
assumption none of them are not included in no cycle and there is no path from a cycle to them.
By following this process we must reach some sl or rl that has no input hyperedge. In other word
we have a path from sl or rl to si . Now since sl (or rl ) hasn’t input hyperedge, therefore it can’t be
alive. Hence by cascading failures on this path si also can’t be alive and it’s contradiction.
Theorem 3.1. The minimum number of failures that lead to total failure in PG and CCN equals to
minimum number of vertices whose removals break all cycles of the hypergraph model.
Proof. We consider that the existence of the cycle v1 , E1 , · · · , vi , Ei , vi+1 , · · · , vk+1 is equivalent
with operating of all nodes v1 , · · · , vk+1 in PG and CCN. Because if one of them, for example
vi , isn’t operating then vi can’t be active in interdependency edge E1i → {vi+1 }. Therefore this
interdependency edge fails and then Ei = (E1i , {vi+1 }) also fails. Thus the cycle fails. Hence
the existence of a cycle in our hypergraph model follows the existence of alive nodes in PG and
CCN. Conversely by lemma(3.1) the existence of an alive node follows the existence of a cycle.
Therefore for total failure in PG and CCN, we must break all cycles in the hypergraph. Thus we
proved the theorem.
Thus in fact we want to break all cycles of the hypergraph. A heuristics method that gives
solution of this problem is that finding vertex with sharing among maximum number of cycles,
removing this vertex, updating hypergraph and repeating until no cycle remains. But finding cycles
passing a vertex is difficult. Hence we propose an approximate method that solve this problem by
using of the number of closed walks passing a vertex. Before presenting the algorithm, first we
study the adjacency matrix of a directed hypergraph and then by using of spectral properties of
hypergraphs we determine the number of closed walks passing a vertex.
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3.1. The number of closed walks passing a vertex
We start with some definitions in a directed hypergraph.
Definition 5. The incidence matrix of a directed hypergraph H = (VH , EH ) is E = [eij ]|VH |×|EH |
where for each Ej = (E1j , E2j ) ∈ EH we have:

vi ∈ E1j
 1
eij =
−1
vi ∈ E2j

0
otherwise
Definition 6. The adjacency matrix of a directed hypergraph H = (VH , EH ) is A = [aij ]|VH |×|VH |
in which:
aij = |{Ek ∈ EH | Ek = (E1k , E2k ) , vi ∈ E1k , vj ∈ E2k }|
aij = 0

if i 6= j
if i = j

(Similarly in [6] about undirected hypergraph.)
In other word aij is the number of hyperedges that vi is a member of their bottom and vj is a
member of their tail. However this matrix don’t reflex all information about a hypergraph and for
having all details must use incidence matrix of a hypergraph.
Now we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. The number of directed walks of length k in the directed hypergraph H = (VH , EH )
from vertex vi to vertex vj is
Nk (i, j) = (Ak )ij
where A is the adjacency matrix of the H in definition (6).
Proof. By induction, let k = 1. It is trivial that N1 (i, j) = (A)ij i.e. the number of hyperedges
from vi to vj . Now suppose that k = n and Nn (i, j) = (An )ij , we show that Nn+1 (i, j) =
(An+1 )ij . By principle of multiplication we know:
Nn+1 (i, j) =

|VH |
X

Nn (i, l)N1 (l, j)

l=1

On the other hand by induction hypothesis, we have Nn (i, j) = (An )ij and N1 (i, j) = (A)ij .
Therefore we have:
Nn+1 (i, j) =

|VH |
X

Nn (i, l)N1 (l, j) =

l=1

|VH |
X

(An )il Alj = (An+1 )ij

l=1

Now similar [6] and with slightly changes, we define the centrality of the vertex vi , C(i), as
the sum of the closed directed walks of different lengths in the hypergraph starting and ending at
P|EH | Nk (i)
vertex vi i.e. C(i) = k=1
. It is trivial that there exists at least one directed cycle passing
k
vi for each closed directed walk starting and ending at vertex vi . Therefore we can use C(i) as a
criterion for comparing the number of directed cycles passing nodes.
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4. The Approximation Algorithm
We propose an approximation algorithm that find minimum number of failures for total failure,
TF algorithm. This algorithm is as follows.
TF Algorithm
Input : E, Incidence matrix of the hypergraph model correspond to
the PG and CCN
Output : Selected, Nodes or interdependency edges that must be fail for
total failure in PG and CCN
1 : n ←size(E,1) and Selected ← (0)
3 : (E,Selected) ← Cycle(E,Selected)
4 : if E 6=0
5 : begin
6 : A ← T ransf orm(E) and t ← true
7 : while t
8 : begin
9:
sum ← N walks(A)
10 :
index ← indexmax(sum)
11 :
Selected(index) ← 1
12 :
E ← U pdated(E,index)
13 :
if E=(0) then t ← f alse
14 :
else
A ← T ransf orm(E)
15 : end
16 : end
17 : return Selected
This algorithm consists of four functions: Cycle Transform, Nwalks and Updated.
Cycle is a function that find cycles of form si Ek rj El si in the hypergraph model where
Ek = ({si , eij }, rj ) and El = ({rj , eji }, si ) in which eij is the interdependency edge from si to rj
and eji is the interdependency edge from rj to si . This cycle is shown in figure (2).
Correspond to each cycle, this function removes the vertex with maximum centrality and then
updates incidence matrix of the hypergraph with function U pdated. Note that these cycles are the
most robust subhypergraphs and corresponding nodes, si and rj will be alive in PG and CCN as
long as the cycle si Ek rj El si exists in the hypergraph model. Therefore we must first remove
such cycles.
Nwalks obtains centrality of each vertex of the hypergraph. Then the algorithm choose the
vertex with maximum centrality that present in maximum number of cycles approximately and
removes this vertex from the hypergraph and afterward updates the incidence matrix by U pdated
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Figure 2. The robust cycle of length two

function. To find centrality of each vertex we need the adjacency matrix of H that we do it by
using T ransf orm function. These steps repeat until matrix E 6= 0.
Note that all of these functions have simple structure and determine their outputs in polynomial
time.
5. Evaluation
We evaluate our methods extensively on numerous synthetic random directed bipartite hypergraphs in form of definition(1). In [1] was proposed a recursive model for generating realistic
graphs by using random typing. Now we use it with slightly change, for generating random directed bipartite hypergraphs in which we use the two-dimensional keyboard, we select some letters
from first dimension randomly and then one letter from second dimension or Vice versa, instead
of one letter from first dimension and one letter from second dimension and so we introduce a hyperedge in desired form. As said in [1], they introduced an imbalance factor β that determine the
modularity of generated graphs such that the modularity increases with smaller β and without any
imbalance, β = 1 no significant modularity exists. This case is happen in ”unipartite” graphs while
we use this method for generating directed ”bipartite” hypergraphs. In this case the increasing of β
cause to generate more cycles of length two (Figure 2) and hence more robustness. Figure 3 shows
the number of such cycles as robust cycles in generated bipartite hypergraphs with different βs.

Figure 3. The number of robust cycles vs. β of 25000 random directed bipartite hypergraph.

We apply our method on 5000 generated directed bipartite hypergraphs for each β and then the
following result is determined. As seen in Figure 4 by increasing β increases robustness.
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Figure 4. Robustness vs. β of more than 5000 random directed bipartite hypergraph.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we try to represent complex interdependencies in an interdependent multi-layered
network with a directed hypergraph model. These dependencies are educed from conditional
propositions that are of two kinds, conjunctive dependencies and disjunctive dependencies. Now
for finding minimum number of failures that cause total failure we propose a polynomial algorithm
that obtain an approximated solution for this problem.
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